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DEPOSITSAT COMMERCIAL BANKS:
MONTHLY ESTIMATES
OUR MONTHLY DEPOSIT SERIES, in seasonally adjusted form only, are
sums of estimates for various classes of banks for which monthly inter-
polators were available.
Total deposits adjusted, 1907—1914, and demand deposits adjusted
and time deposits adjusted, 1914—1919, are sums of monthly estimates
for: (a) New York State national banks; (b) New York State non-
national banks plus all commercial banks in the nine other urbanized
states and the District of Columbia; and (c) all commercial banks in
the thirty-eight rural states. The estimates for (a) and (b) were inter-
polated between call dates by Method R2, using as the related series
monthly series derived from weekly reports of various clearinghouse
banks, seasonally adjusted. The estimates for (c) were interpolated be-
tween call dates by Method L.
Demand deposits adjusted and time deposits adjusted, 19 19—1945,
are each sums of figures for member and nonmember banks. We proc-
essed the basic monthly member bank series that the Federal Reserve
System published for various monthly dates, beginning April 1923, to
conform to Wednesday dates closest to the end of the month and to
our definitions of demand and time deposits adjusted. From June 1919
through March 1923, published monthly data are available only for
weekly reporting member banks. We constructed estimates for non-
weekly reporting member banks from regressions for 1923—28 between
deposits at nonweekly reporting banks and deposits at weekly reporting
member banks (for deposits, weekly reporting member banks
outside New York City).482 Derivation of Estimates
The monthly nonmember bank figures, 1919—45, are interpolations
between the call date figures presented in Table 33, by Method L from
1919 to April 1923 and by Method R2 from then on, using monthly
changes in deposits at member banks in so-called smaller places as the
related series.
From January 1946, seasonally corrected Federal Reserve monthly
data for demand and time deposits adjusted carry forward our monthly
series for member and nonmember banks combined.
1. Deposit Estimates, Monthly, 1907—19
To interpolate the call date figures by months, 1907—19, the classes of
banks shown in Table 32 were revised by combining New York State
nonnational banks with the commercial banks of the nine other urban-
ized states and the District of Columbia. The following data were then
tested for use as interpolators of these figures and of New York national
bank figures:
a. Net deposits. Net deposits are deposit liabilities subject to reserve
requirements. The legal definition on the basis of which national banks
computed their reserve requirements varied from time to time, but in
general net deposits were defined as the excess of amounts due to banks
over amounts due from banks and float, plus gross deposits including
U.S. government deposits 1butexcluding amounts due to banks. We
have information on net deposits of New York City banks that used the
clearinghouse (some of which were and some of which were not mem-
bers of the clearinghouse) and an approximation to net deposits of
New York City banks that did not use the clearinghouse.2
1TheSecretary of the Treasury abolished reserves against government deposits on
Sept. 29, 1902. This exemption was extended and given formal status by the Act of
May 30, 1908. The New York Clearing House Association, however, continued to in-
clude government deposits with total deposits in calculating the percentage of reserves
held by its member banks. Cf. A. P. Andrew, "The Treasury and the Banks under Secre-
tary Shaw," Quarterly Journal 0/Economics,Aug. 1907, pp. 536—539. With the creation
of the Federal Reserve System, reserve requirements against U.S. government deposits
were restored until Apr. 24, 1917.
2Commercialand Financial Chronicle, May 1907—Oct. 1914, presents net deposit data
for banks using the New York City clearinghouse (both members and nonmembers)
except for Oct. 1907—Jan. 1908 when no data are reported for nonmembers. (For the
distinction between nonmembers using the clearinghouse and banks not in the clearing-Deposits at Commercial Banks: Monthly 483
b. Net demand and net time deposits. Net demand and time deposits
are those deposit liabilities subject to reserve requirements. These data
are available for banks using the New York City clearinghouse.3 Net
demand deposits through April 23, 1917, were defined as the excess of
demand amounts due to banks over demand amounts due from banks
and cash items in process of collection, plus gross demand deposits in-
cluding U.S. government deposits but excluding amounts due to banks.
Beginning April 24, 1917, U.S. government deposits were exempted
from reserve requirements. Net time deposits time deposits of
ind,ividuals, partnerships, corporations, states and municipalities, and
postal savings redeposited in national banks.
c. Gross deposits. This category comprises all deposit liabilities of
commercial banks, whether due to other banks, the U.S. government, or
the public. We have information on gross deposits at clearinghouse banks
(mostly national) in six cities (reserve city centers in the national bank-
ing system), and at New York City state banks and trust companies
(nonnational banks) not in the clearinghouse. (The latter are the same
banks for which an approximation to net deposits is available, described
under item a above.) In addition, gross deposit data are known for
New York state banks and New York trust companies and for each
group for Greater New York City and for outside Greater New York
City as well as for New York State as a whole.4
house, see J. G. Cannon, Clearing Houses, pp. 150—156.) Through June 1911, U.S.
government deposits are separately shown though included in the net deposit figures.
Net deposits of trust company members are first shown beginning July 1911; net de-
posits of other commercial bank members are shown separately.
This source, as well as New York State Superintendent of Banks, Annual Report on
Banks o/ Deposit andDiscount,1908—1917, presents the data beginning Feb. 1908 for
New York City state banks and trust companies not in the clearinghouse. Since these
banks did not compute reserve requirements in the manner of national banks, net de-
posits could only be approximated. The approximation is presented as total deposits
minus amounts due from New York City banks and trust companies (through June 1914)
and amounts due from reserve city depositaries (beginning July 1914) and also less
clearinghouse exchanges (beginning Oct. 1914) and U.S. government deposits (begin-
fling July 18, 1917).
3Commercialand Financial Chronicle, beginning Dec. 1914. We copied the data
through 1923 only, although they are available beyond this year. The data are given
separately for members and nonmembers of the clearinghouse and also within each of
these classes for members and nonmembers of the Federal Reserve System. Beginning
with the end of May 1917, U.S. government deposits are shown separately from other
deposits but for members and nonmembers of the clearinghouse combined.
4Thesources and coverage of the data (after 1907) are as follows: (a) A. P. Andrew,
Statistics for the United States, 1867—1 909, pp. 149—50 [Chicago, May 1907—Dec. 1908].
(b) E. W. Kemmerer, Seasonal Variations in the Relative Demand for Money and Capi-484 Derivation of Estimates
d. Other deposit series. For Boston and Philadelphia various other
deposit series are available when gross deposits are no longer reported




Demand deposits less duplications December 1914 August 1917
Demand deposits adjusted September 1919 August 1917
Time deposits December 1914 August 1917
Due to banks December 1914 August 1917
U.S. government deposits September 1919 August 1917
e. Net demand deposits and net time deposits of weekly reporting
member banks. These data 6beginin December 1917.
All these data come in the form of weekly averages, except that be-
ginning February 1908, the net deposit figures for New York City clear-
inghouse member banks are also available as actual figures, dated Sat-
urday of each week, and the weekly reporting member bank series is
on a Friday basis through April 1921.
We used the averages, dating them as of Wednesday, the midpoint
of the week, and constructed series in call date form, taking the figure
for the weekly Wednesday date closest to a call date as the call date
figure. lithe underlying data changed in composition during the period
for which a series was developed, discontinuities between consecutive
call dates were avoided. These call date series were then seasonally cor-
rected and tested as potential interpolators of the data in Table 32.
Ia! in the United States, pp.269, 274, 275[St. Louis, New Orleans, and San Francisco,
May 1907—Dec. 1908]. (c) Boston Clearing House Association, Statement of the Associ-
ated Banks of Boston, as returned to the Clearing House, 1907—14 [Boston, May 1907—
July 1914].(Deposits adjusted also available.)(d) The American Banker, 1907—17
[Philadelphia, May 1907—June 1917]. (Due to banks also available. Beginning May 1912,
exchanges for the clearinghouse are included in the figures for gross deposits but are
also separately shown. Beginning August 1916, clearinghouse members are classified as
national banks or trust companies.)(e) New York State Superintendent of Banks,
Annual Report on Banks 0/Depositand Discount, 1908—17 [New York, Dec. 1908—
Dec. 1917]. (The data are continued in Commercial and Financial Chronicle, 1918—20.
The series for outside Greater New York is discontinued after March 1918; the series
for in Greater New York is discontinued after July 1920. The latter source, 1907—17,
also presents the gross deposit data for Philadelphia and Boston and U.S. government
deposits at clearinghouse banks of the latter city.)
5Thesource is the Commercial and Financial Chronicle. For Philadelphia clearing-
house banks a breakdown is given of national bank and trust company data.
6FromFederal Reserve Bulletin.Deposits at Commercial Banks: Monthly 485
Beginning December 1917, time deposit data for weekly reporting mem-
ber banks were also tested.
To test these interpolators we computed values of u and v for the
middle dates in successive overlapping triplets of call dates, and com-
puted correlation coefficients and regression coefficients from these val-
ues. The interpolators that we selected on the basis of these tests, the
test coefficients of correlation, and the regression coefficients that we
used for interpolation were as follows:
Period
Series to be Tested and
Interpolator Interpolated Interpolated r b
1. New York City New York State na- May 1907— +.666.435
clearinghouse tional banks, total June 1914
member banks, deposits adjusted.
net deposits.
2. New York City As above, demand Dec. 1914— +.6301.242




3. As above, net As above, time de-Dec. 1914— +.530.325
time deposits. posits adjusted. June 1923
4. New York City New York State May 1907— +.562.350
nonnational (state)nonnational banksJune 1914
banks plus clear- plus all commer-
inghouse banks of cial banks in the
a selected group nine urbanized
of cities, gross states and the Dis-
deposits. trict of Columbia,
total deposits ad-
justed.
5. Boston and Phila-As above, demand Dec. 1914— +.689.195
delphia clearing- deposits adjusted, June 1923
house banks, de- 1914—1917; de-
mand deposits less mand deposits less
duplications, duplications,
1917—1923.
6. Weekly reportingAs above, time de-Dec. 1917— +.640.312
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0494 Derivation of Estimates
JVotes to Table 35




1.These estimates were derived by interpolation by Method R2 to
Wednesday nearest end of month between the call date figures for
total deposits adjusted of New York State national banks from Table
32, Part I, col. 1.Weekly average net deposits of member banks of
the New York City clearinghouse served as the interpolator. This
series is available in three differently constituted segments:
(a) May 20, 1907—June 7, 1911, nontrust companies exclusive of
u.s. government deposits; (b) June 7, 191I—Sept.1,1911, nontrust
companies inclusive of U.S. government deposits; (C)Sept.1, 1911—
June 30, 1914, trust companies plus other commercial banks inclusive
of U.S. government deposits.
The weekly figures were attributed to Wednesday. Both a call date
and a monthly series were constructed from the weekly figures, the
Wednesday nearest the call date serving as the call date, the Wednes-
day nearest the end of month as the end of the month. Each series was
separately correctedfor seasonal variation. The value ofb used
was 0.435.
2.These estimates were derived by interpolating by Method R2
to Wednesday nearest end of month between the sum of call date
figures for New York State nonnational banks, from Table 32, Part I,
col.2, and for all commercial banks of nine urbanized states and
D.C., from the same table, col. 6. Weekly average gross deposits of
nonnational banks in New York City and of clearinghouse banks of a
group of selected cities served as the interpolator. Totals of the
cities reporting at each date were obtained, with two totals for dates
when a change in composition or in number of cities occurred. The
resulting discontinuous series of segments was linked together to
make a hypothetical continuous series in both call date and monthly
form, each corrected for seasonal variations. The value of b used
was 0.350. -
Interpolationby Method L between call date figures of Table
32, Part I, col. 9.
4. Sum of cols. 1, 2, and 3.
Part II
1. June_Dec. .1914:Total deposits adjusted of New York State
national banks were estimated as for Part I, using segment c of the
interpolator and the same value of b. Call date ratios of demand toDeposits at Commercial Banks: Monthly 495
Notes to Table 35 (continued)
time deposits in these banks were computed from Table Parts II
and IV, col.1, and interpolated by Method L to end of month. Time
deposits equal deposits adjusted divided by the sum of the ratio and
unity; demand deposits equal total deposits minus time deposits.
Jan. 1915_May 1917: These estimates were derived by interpolating
by Method R2 to end of month between call date figures for New York
State national banks, from Table 32, Part II, col.1. Weekly average
net demand deposits of New York City banks using the clearinghouse,
including government deposits which are not separately reported,
served as the interpolator.
A call date series and a monthly series were constructed from
these data (See note to Part i, col. 1), and used for the monthly inter-
polation. The value of b used was + 1.242.
2. June_Dec. 1914.Total deposits adjusted ofNew York State
nonnatjonaland all commercialbanks in nine urbanized states and
D.C. were estimated using as the related series weekly average gross
deposits at New York State nonnational banks and at clearinghouse
banks in Philadelphia and Boston, 1914—17, and the same value of b
as for Part 1.Call date ratios of demand to time deposits at these
banks were computed from Table 32, Parts II and IV, sum of cols. 2
and 6, and interpolated by Method L to end of month. Time deposits
equal total deposits adjusted divided by the sum of the ratio and
unity;demanddeposits equal total deposits minus time deposits.
Jan. 1915—May 1917: These estimateswerederived by interpolating
byMethod R2 to end of month between call date figures for New York
Statenonnational banks and for all commercial banks in nine urban-
ized states and D.C., from Table 32, Part II, col. 2 plus col. 6. Weekly
average demand deposits less duplications of Boston clearinghouse
banks and, beginning Sept. 1917, of Philadelphia clearinghouse banks
servedas the interpolator. The value of bwas+0.195.
3.Interpolation by Method L between call date figures of Table
32,Part II, col. 9.
4. Sum of cols. 1, 2, and 3.
5. June—Dec. 1914:Sameas for Part II, col.1. Jan.1915—May
1917:Theseestimates were derivedby interpolating by Method R2
toend of month between call date figures for New York State national
banksfrom Table 32, Part IV,col.1.Weekly average net time de-
positsof New York City banks using the clearinghouse served as the
interpolator. The value of b was+0.325.
6.June_Dec. 1914:Sameas for Part II, col.2. Jan.1915—May
1917:Totaldeposits adjusted at these banks were estimated as for
Part I, col. 2, using the same value of b.Demand deposits adjusted
ofthese banks as estimated in Part II, Co1.2,were subtracted. The
residuals are time deposits adjusted.
7.Interpolation by Method L between call date figures of Table
32, Part IV, col. 9.
8.Sum of cols. 5, 6, and 7.496 Derivation of Estimates
Notes to Table 35 (continued)
Part III
Beginning Jan.1918, cols. 4 and 6 dates are for Friday nearest
end of month; other columns are Wednesday throughout.
1. Same as for Jan. 1915—May 1917 in col.I of Part II of this
table,except that national bank call date figures come from Table
32, Part III, col.1. Government deposits, which are now shown sepa-
rately, were added to net demand deposits of New york City banks
using .the clearinghouse, the interpolator series.
2. Same as for Jan. 1915—May 1917 in col.2 of Part II of this
table, except call date figures come from Table 32, Part III, cot.2
plus col. 6.
3.Interpolation by Method L between call date figures of Table
32, Part III, col. 9.
4. June—Nov. 1917:A sum of government deposits in certain
clearinghouse banks and estimated amounts in nonclearinghouse banks.
Government deposits in banks using the New york City clearinghouse
and beginning Sept.11,1917, the Philadelphia clearinghouse were
obtained for weekly Wednesday dates nearest call dates and nearest end
of month. The call date figures were subtracted from call date figures
for all commercial banks from Table 32, Part III,col.15, to obtain
residualsfornonclearinghouse banks. Interpolationby Method L
between the latter call date figures to end of month yielded estimates
which were added to the end-of-month clearinghouse data to obtain
all commercial bank figures. Dec. 1917—June 1919: A sum of govern-
ment deposits in (a) weekly reporting member banks, (b) nonweekly
reporting member banks, and (c) nonmember banks, for Friday nearest
end of month.
a.Weekly reporting member bank figures were corrected for sea-
sonal variations, 1917—26.
b. To get nonweekly reporting member bank figuresin monthly
form we first estimated call date figures for these banks and
then interpolated by Method L to end of month between the call
dates. The call date estimates were derived in two steps be-
cause of the high daily variability in government deposits. For
example,government depositsinweekly reportingmember
banks at dates closest to call dates sometimes exceed reported
call date deposits for all member banks. Accordingly, we first
constructed a call date seriesfor weekly reporting member
banks by interpolating by Method L between two neighboring
weeks to the exact call date, subtracted this series from sea-
sonally unadjusted member bank call date figures (from Banking
and Monetary Statistics, p.73), and expressed the nonweekly
reporting member bank residual figure as a ratio to the weekly
reporting member bank figureat call dates. We applied this
ratio to the seasonally adjusted weekly reporting figure for theDeposits at Commercial Banks: Monthly 497
Notes to Table 35 (concluded)
Friday (or Wednesday) nearest to the end of each month that
was closest to each call date. This gave the call date series
for nonweekly reporting banks that we interpolated by Method L.
c.Interpolation by Method L between call date figures of Table
43, col. 3, were added to the member bank figures.
5.Sum of cols. 1, 2 and 3 minus col. 4.
6.Same as Jan. 1915—May 1917 for col. 5 of Part II of this table.
7. June—Dec. 1917:Same as Jan. 1915—May 1917 for col.6 of
Part II of this table. Jan. 1918—June 1919:Table 32, Part IV, cols.
2plus 6, interpolated by Method R2, using net time deposits of weekly
reporting member banks,Fridaynearest end of month, as related
series. The value of b was + 0.3 12.
8.Interpolation by Method L between call date figures of Table
32, Part IV, col. 9.
9.Sum of cols. 6, 7, and 8.
Nomonthly interpolators of the call date figures for the thirty-eight
rural states were tested because the call date figures are, in the main,
interpolations (by Method L) between annual data.
The interpolators selected above were obtained in monthly form, cor-
rected for seasonal. These monthly interpolator series were additional,
over and above the call date series already constructed for testing pur-
poses. The monthly series were derived from Wednesday figures closest
to the end of the month (except for the weekly reporting member bank
series which was on a Friday basis through April 1921). Monthly esti-
mates were computed on the basis of the appropriate call date estimating
equations. The final results, including the interpolations by Method L
for the thirty-eight rural states, are given in Table 35.
For the period June 30—December 31, 1914, we lacked monthly in-
terpolators of demand and time deposits adjusted, respectively, at New
York State national banks. We therefore computed monthly total de-
posits adjusted, in the same way as for May 1907—June 1914 and dis-
tributed the total between demand and time deposits by using a ratio of
demand to time deposits interpolated by Method L between the ratios
at call dates.
For New York nonnational banks plus all commercial banks in the
nine urbanized states and the District of Columbia we lacked monthly
interpolators of demand and time deposits adjusted, June—December
1914, as well as a monthly interpolator of time deposits, December
1914—December 1917. Using the same interpolator as for May 1907—498 Derivation of Estimates
June 1914, we estimated total deposits adjusted June 1914—June 1917,
and total deposits less duplications, June—December 1917. Between June
and December 1914 we distributed the total between demand and time
deposits by using a ratio of demand to time deposits interpolated by
Method L between the ratios at call dates. Beginning December 1914,
we subtracted our estimates of demand deposits adjusted from the esti-
mates of total deposits adjusted to get time deposits adjusted. Beginning
June 1917, we subtracted our estimates of demand deposits less dupli-
cations from the estimates of total deposits less duplications.
Beginning June 1917, we have monthly estimates of demand deposits
less duplications for each of the three classes of banks comprising our
commercial bank total. To get demand deposits adjusted we deducted
an estimate of U.S. government deposits (Table 35, Part III, column 4)
from demand deposits less duplications. The derivation of this estimate
is described in Chapter 17 below.
2. Deposits at Member Banks, Monthly, 1919—45
The monthly estimates of deposits at member banks are based on various
published series available for the period Beginning April
1923, data are available for all member banks. For earlier months, data
are available only for weekly reporting member banks. The presentation
of our estimates for nonweekly reporting banks and all member banks,
June 1919—March 1923, will be simplified by discussing first the pub-
lished all member bank series and then the earlier estimates.
Published Figures for All Member Banks, 1923 on
The published figures required adjustment on two counts: (a) their
dating; and (b) their composition.
a. Dating. From April 1923 through December 1928 the monthly
deposit figures were of a given Wednesday: through October 1927,
either the next-to-the-last or the last of the month, thereafter, the first
or the second Wednesday of the month. From January 1929 through
March 1944, monthly averages of daily figures were published, there-
7Weeklyreporting member bank figures, June 1919—Apr. 1923: Banking and Monetary
Statistics,Boardof Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Washington, D.C., 1943,
pp. 132—136. All member bank figures, Apr. 1923—Dec. 1946: Annual Report of the
Federal Reserve Board, 1927,p.108; 1928,p.116;1933,p.168;1934, p.154;
1935,p. 153; Banking and MonetaryStatistics,p. 42; FederalReserve Bulletin, 1942—
1947.Deposits at Commercial Banks: Monthly 499
after semimonthly averages of daily figures. We adjusted these figures
so that they might be considered to represent the Wednesday closest to
the end of the month. This adjustment was made on the basis of weekly
reporting member bank data. Because these data are available weekly,
it is possible to construct a series from them dated, on the one hand,
approximately like the published monthly series—the dating which is
not acceptable to us—and, on the other hand, at Wednesdays nearest
the end of the month—the dating we want. The deposit figures shown
in the weekly reporting member bank returns are constituted exactly
like those of the all member bank returns. Further, during 1923—45,
demand deposits at weekly reporting banks represent about 70 per cent
of all member bank demand deposits; time deposits represent about 50
per cent. We therefore used Method R1 to interpolate between the all
member bank data at monthly dates on which they were reported to
the monthly dates we desired to use. For this interpolation we used de-
posits of weekly reporting member banks as the related series.
We compiled the series for weekly reporting member banks to be
used as the interpolator dated as follows: For 1923—28, as of the
Wednesday of the month exactly corresponding to the all member bank
series and as of the Wednesday closest to the end of the month; for
January 1929 through March 1944, as of the midpoint of the monthly
averages of weekly figures and as of the Wednesday closest to the end
of the month; thereafter as of the midpoint of semimonthly averages of
weekly figures and as of the Wednesday closest to the end of the month.
The method was used for both demand and time deposits. It was also
used to interpolate a monthly figure between the reported figures for
February and April, 1933, to fill the gap in the data for all member
banks that occurred in March of that year.
The member bank demand deposit series, adjusted for dating, re-
quired seasonal correction. The time deposit series did not.
b. Composition. The composition of the published monthly member
bank demand and time deposit series changed, 1923-45.
The following demand deposit items were reported:
(1) Net demand deposits, April 1923—December 1935; (2) Gross
demand deposits, January 1936—April 1943; (3) Demand deposits ad-
justed, May 1943—December 1945.
1. Net demand deposits is a legal definition on the basis of which
member banks compute their reserve requirements. From April 24,
1917, through August 23, 1935, net demand deposits were defined as500 Derivation of Estimates
the excess of demand amounts due to banks over demand amounts due
from banks and cash items in process of collection, plus gross demand
deposits excluding amounts due to banks and U.S. government deposits.
The Banking Act of 1935 changed this definition so that net demand
deposits are now the sum of all demand deposits including amounts due
to banks and U.S. government deposits minus cash items in process of
collection and demand balances with domestic banks.8
Net demand deposits are larger than demand deposits adjusted. We
wanted to eliminate this excess monthly. At call dates we know the
exact difference.9 We tested various monthly interpolators of this differ-
ence, seasonally adjusted, selecting as the best the difference between
amounts due to banks and balances due from banks of weekly reporting
member banks, also seasonally adjusted. Values of u and v computed
from the middle call dates of successive overlapping triplets of call dates
for the period April 3, 1923, to December 1935 had a correlation of
+0.528, and b had a value of 0.468. Accordingly, we estimated the
difference by interpolating between the call dates by Method R2, using
as the related series weekly reporting member figures for Wednesday
nearest the end of the month, and this value of b.
2. Gross demand deposits are also larger than demand deposits ad-
justed. The difference between gross demand deposits and demand
deposits adjusted was known exactly at call dates for all member banks
and weekly for all weekly reporting member banks.1° We needed to
know as well the difference for nonweekly reporting member banks at
monthly dates between call dates. Ninety per cent of the difference be-
tween gross demand deposits and demand deposits adjusted of member
banks was accounted for by the difference in these items of weekly
reporting member banks. Both of these series were seasonally adjusted,
and the data for weekly reporting member banks closest to call dates
were subtracted from the member bank call date figures. We could not
find a satisfactory interpolator for the call date nonweekly reporting
member bank residual and therefore interpolated monthly values by
Method L between call dates. The sum of the weekly reporting member
bank differences and the estimated nonweekly reporting member bank
8InApr. 1943 an amendment to the law exempted U.S. government war loan deposit
accounts from reserve requirements.
9Bankingand Monetary Statistics, 1943, pp. 73—75.
'0Bankingand Monetary Statistics, pp. and Member Bank Call Report.Deposits at Commercial Banks: Monthly 501
differences, for Wednesday closest to the end of each month, was sub-
tracted from the member bank series of gross demand deposits to obtain
demand deposits adjusted.
3. Beginning May 1943, the published figures corresponded with our
definition of demand deposits adjusted, and after adjustment for dating
no further changes in the published figures were necessary.
The published monthly Federal Reserve series of time deposits at
member banks, April 1923—December 1945, represented time deposits
against which reserves had to be maintained. In addition to time deposits
of individuals, partnerships, corporations, states, and municipalities, the
series included postal savings redeposited in member banks and, be-
ginning June 1928, interbank time deposits and, beginning February
or March 1939, U.S. government time deposits.11 The latter three com-
ponents of the published series are not included in time deposits under
our definition of the term. We therefore made monthly estimates of the
amount of these components and deducted them from the published
monthly member bank data.
We know postal savings deposits in all member banks for call dates
since June 1921. Beginning March 29, 1939, this item and U.S. gov-
ernment time deposits were reported either as one figure or separately.
Member banks were not required to distinguish between interbank de-
mand and interbank time deposits until March 1939 and showed all
interbank deposits as demand deposits. Weekly reporting member banks
did not show postal savings separately until January 1938, and begin-
fling February or March 1939, combined them with U.S. government
time deposits. They did not distinguish between the two classes of inter-
bank deposits until September 1934.
We were not able to discover a satisfactory monthly interpolator of
the member bank call date series of postal savings, interbank, or U.S.
government time deposits. Until data from weekly reporting member
banks became available for these series, we interpolated monthly by
Method L between the call date figures. When weekly reporting member
ii.Postalsavings after Apr. 24, 1917, were subject to the same reserve requirements
as time deposits, although by their terms they were demand deposits. The Banking Act
of 1933 changed the terms under which these deposits were made to conform to the
definition of time, deposits.
United time deposits, open account, were first established in Nov.
1938, but were not segregated from other government deposits until early 1939.502 Derivation of Estimates
bank figures existed, we subtracted them at dates closest to call dates
from the member bank call date figures and interpolated for nonweekly
reporting member banks by Method L between the residual call date
figures.
Estimates for All Member Banks, 1919—23
Demand Deposits. For the period before April 1923, we have net
demand deposits of weekly reporting member banks but not of non-
weekly reporting member banks. Weekly reporting member banks are
classified according to their location in and outside New York City. An
estimate of nonweekly reporting member bank deposits was made by
regressing deposits of this class of banks on deposits of weekly reporting
member banks outside New York City, April 1923—December 1928,
both seasonally adjusted. The correlation coefficient was +.836. The
estimated nonweekly reporting member bank series was added to weekly
reporting member bank data for Friday closest to the end of the month,
June 1919—April 1921, and Wednesday closest to the end of the month,
May 1921—March 1923. From this series the difference between net
demand deposits and demand deposits adjusted had to be subtracted,
as for the later published data. Again the difference at call dates for all
member banks was known. Data on interbank deposits and balances of
weekly reporting member banks, however, were available only begin-
ning April 1920. For all member banks we interpolated as follows: June
1919—May 4, 1920, by Method L between the call date difference series;
thereafter by Method R2, using the difference between interbank deposits
and balances of the weekly reporting member banks series as the re-
lated series and a value of b of .387 based on a test correlation for 1920—
23, for which the correlation coefficient was +.435•
The final monthly member bank demand deposits adjusted series is
shown in Table 36, column 1.
Time Deposits. For the period before April 1923, as for net demand
deposits, we know time deposits of weekly but not of nonweekly re-
porting member banks. The coefficient of correlation between time de-
posits of nonweekly and of weekly reporting member banks, April 1923—
December 1928, is + .99. We therefore estimated time deposits in non-
weekly reporting member banks, June 1919—March 1923, on the basis
of the regression equation for 1923—28. The estimated nonweekly re-
porting member bank series was added to weekly reporting memberDeposits at Commercial Banks: Monthly 503
bankdata for Friday closest to the end of the month, June 19 19—
April 1921, and Wednesday closest to the end of the month, May 1921—
March 1923. From this series monthly values interpolated by Method L
between call date figures of postal savings in member banks were sub-
tracted.12 The final monthly member bank time deposits adjusted series
is shown in Table 36, column 4.
3.Depositsat Nonmember Banks, Monthly, 1919—45
For June 1919—June 1923, we estimated monthly demand deposits ad-
justed and time deposits for nonmember banks by interpolating by
Method L the corresponding call date series. We resorted to Method L
after testing as possible interpolators deposits at all weekly reporting
member banks and at weekly reporting member banks outside New
York City. Both gave poor results for both demand and time deposits.
For 1923—45 we estimated monthly demand deposits adjusted and
time deposits for nonmember banks by interpolating by Method R2
between the corresponding call date series, using various monthly mem-
ber bank series as interpolators. Monthly deposit series are available
not only for all member banks (these series are described in section 2
above), but also from April 1923 to December 1928, according to
the population of the city in which the member banks were located,
as follows: population less than 5,000; 5,000 to 15,000; 15,000 to
100,000; 100,000 and over. Such data are also available for the whole
period 1923—43, for the first two classes combined—described as smaller
places—and for the two remaining classes combined—described as
larger places. We tested and found satisfactory the series for smaller
places as interpolators of the call date nonmember bank figures. Before
these tests were made, the published figures for smaller places were
adjusted for changes in the classification of cities by size of population.13
12 Before June 1921 data are available on postal savings in national butnot instate
member banks.
18 The classification of cities according to population was based on the 1920 Census
of population for 1923—31, on the 1930 Census for 1931—40, on the 1940 Census for
1940—46. Our problem was to smooth the differences introduced by the shift in the
classification of cities and towns from smaller to larger centers resulting from Census
changes. For the decadal years for which overlapping data based on the new and the
preceding Census were available, the monthly figures of deposits at banks in smaller
centers were expressed as ratios of deposits at all member banks and the ratios averaged
annually. The difference between these averages of monthly ratios may be regarded as504 Derivationof Estimates
TABLE 36
Adjusted Demand and Time Deposits at Member, Nonmember, and
All Commercial Banks, June 1919 —December1945
(seasonally adjusted, in millions of dollars)
AdjustedDemandDeposits AdjustedTime Deposits
All All
Wednesday Non- Corn- Non- Corn-
Nearest Membermembermercial Membermembermercial
End of BanksBanksBanks BanksBanksBanks
MOfltha (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
1919
July 12,4745,31617,790 4,4844,7209,204
Aug. 12,6335,43818,071 4,5944,755 9,349
Sept. 12,7705,59018,360 4,7374,7999,536
Oct. 13,0065,71118,717 5,0774,835 9,912











Sept. 13,255 5,629 18,884 6,151 5,117 11,268
Oct. 13,088 5,596 18,684 6,173 5,111 11,284
Nov. 12,799 5,580 18,379 6,217 5,098 11,315











Wednesday Non- Corn- Non- Corn-
Nearest Membermembermercial Membermembermercial
End of BanksBanksBanks BanksBanksBanks
MOfltha (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
1921
June 11,964 4,944 16,908 6,425 4,832 11,257
July 11,329 4,913 16,742 6,362 4,809 11,171
Aug. 11,959 4,889 16,848 6,413 4,791 11,204
Sept. 11,781 4,864 16,645 6,413 4,772 11,185




Jan. 12,021 4,815 16,836 6,512 4,700 11,212
Feb. 12,189 4,845 17,034 6,699 4,691 11,390
Mar. 12,192 4,860 17,052 6,782 4,708 11,490
Apr. 12,7234,87017,593 6,9014,74611,647
May 12,9164,87817,794 6,9604,77611,736
June 13,107 4,886 17,993 7,222 4,806 12,028
July 13,146 4,969 18,115 7,446 4,841 12,287
Aug. 13,035 5,039 18,074 7,607 4,868 12,475
Sept. 13,212 5,109 18,321 7,559 4,896 12,455









June 13,350 5,315 18,665 8,327 5,431 13,758





Wednesday Non- Corn- Non- Corn-
Nearest Membermembermercial Membermembermercial
End of BanksBanksBanks BanksBanksBanks
Months' (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
1923
Aug. 13,2395,35018,589 8,3745,45813,832
Sept. 13,303 5,412 18,715 8,408 5,47313,881
Oct. 13,3835,468 18,851 8,463 5,50813,971
Nov. 13,317 5,51418,831 8,5045,54714,051
Dec. 13,385 5,57318,958 8,572 5,55914,131
1924
Jan. 13,342 5,52218,864 8,545 5,61014,155
Feb. 13,252 5,482 18,734 8,733 5,62214,355
Mar. 13,302 5,453 18,755 8,813 5,63814,451
Apr. 13,3675,49518,862 8,929 5,66214,591
May 13,4895,51719,006 8,9545,68014,634
June 13,729 5,553 19,282 9,055 5,71114,766
July 14,0125,602 19,614 9,170 5,74114,911
Aug. 14,2265,717 19,943 9,268 5,76315,031
Sept. 14,452 5,80520,257 9,426 5,78315,209
Oct. 14,4365,87620,312 9,5755,81315,388
Nov. 14,770 5,90920,679 9,6405,84015,480
Dec. 14,5445,94220,486 9,7075,85215,559
1925
Jan. 14,799 5,99420,793 9,7885,92315,711
Feb. 14,916 6,06120,977 9,9075,93815,845
Mar. 14,7606,09720,857 10,040 5,93515,975
Apr. 14,8636,14821,011 10,0715,95916,030
May 14,9776,21721,194 10,204 5,98516,189
June 15,1636,27321,436 10,2856,04416,329
July 15,110 6,41521,525 10,310 6,09216,402
Aug. 15,3646,66022,024 10,3846,13216,516
Sept. 15,5096,82422,333 10,4786,16716,645




Wednesday Non- Corn- Non- Corn-
Nearest Membermembermercial Membermembermercial
End of BanksBanksBanks BanksBanksBanks
M0fltha (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
1925
Oct. 15,4046,88822,292 10,5336,22016,753
Nov. 15,304 6,917 22,221 10,584 6,272 16,856
Dec. 15,145 6,977 22,122 10,616 6,324 16,940
1926
Jan. 15,211 6,925 22,136 10,739 6,352 17,091
Feb. 15,320 6,900 22,220 10,798 6,346 17,144
Mar. 15,329 6,821 22,150 10,831 6,332 17,163
Apr. 15,153 6,712 21,865 10,950 6,309 17,259
May 15,577 6,580 22,157 11,070 6,299 17,369
June 15,681 6,424 22,105 11,153 6,304 17,457
July 15,372 6,462 11,184 6,326 17,510
Aug. 15,493 6,488 21,981 11,266 6,325 17,591
Sept. 15,440 6,478 21,918 11,280 6,30'i 17,587
Oct. 15,245 6,467 21,712 11,346 6,285 17,631
Nov. 15,326 6,448 21,774 11,363 6,265 17,628
Dec. 14,995 6,461 21,456 11,330 6,243 17,573
1927
Jan. 15,174 6,361 21,535 11,517 6,298 17,815
Feb. 15,335 6,332 21,667 11,814 6,313 18,127
Mar. 15,540 6,283 21,823 11,796 6,360 18,156
Apr. 15,423 6,286 21,709 11,896 6,386 18,282
May 15,903 6,281 22,184 12,018 6,438 18,456
June 15,593 6,252 21,845 12,111 6,477 18,588
July 15,555 6,311 21,866 12,189 6,505 18,694
Aug. 15,699 6,372 22,071 12,241 6,499 18,740
Sept. 15,443 6,437 21,880 12,341 6,483 18,824
Oct. 15,588 6,437 22,025 12,378 6,522 18,900
Nov. 16,1326,40622,538 12,6616,55019,211
Dec. 15,5336,34821,881 12,6246,65019,224




Wednesday Non- Corn- Non- Corn-
Nearest Membermembermercial Membermembermercial
End of BanksBanksBanks BanksBanksBanks







June 15,594 6,242 21,836 13,370 6,730 20,100
July 15,791 6,303 22,094 13,278 6,721 19,999
Aug. 15,519 6,387 21,906 13,295 6,71220,007
Sept. 15,723 6,448 22,171 13,177 6,766 19,943








May 15,788 6,395 22,183 13,029 6,719 19,748
June 15,904 6,374 22,278 13,043 6,686 19,729














Wednesday Non- Corn- Non- Corn-
Nearest Membermembermercial Membermembermercial
End of BanksBanksBanks BanksBanksBanks
MOfltha (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
1930
Apr. 16,0766,18922,265 13,0446,66119,705
May 15,521 6,110 21,631 13,189 6,659 19,848
June 15,593 6,019 21,612 13,346 6,66420,010
July 15,836 5,895 21,731 13,321 6,622 19,943
Aug. 15,588 5,769 21,357 13,468 6,56520,033
Sept. 15,7265,68221,408 13,5236,51520,038
Oct. 15,7895,60321,392 13,6036,46520,068
Nov. 15,8805,473 21,353 13,343 6,370 19,713
Dec. 15,795 5,318 21,113 12,873 6,259 19,132
1931
Jan. 15,586 5,157 20,743 12,920 6,172 19,092
Feb. 15,8435,04720,890 13,1166,11319,229
Mar. 15,9334,96420,897 13,081 6,043 19,124
Apr. 15,3994,95420,353 13,2355,97519,210
May 15,0834,910 19,993 13,135 5,891 19,028
June 15,003 4,885 19,888 12,876 5,839 18,715
July 15,019 4,725 19,744 12,771 5,737 18,508
Aug. 14,7434,509 19,252 12,606 5,539 18,145
Sept. 14,7584,32219,080 12,2075,35717,564
Oct. 13,957 4,216 18,173 11,484 5,161 16,645
Nov. 13,731 4,121 17,852 11,130 4,969 16,099




Mar. 12,689 3,678 1.6,367 1.0,220 4,432 14,652
Apr. 12,5363,59516,131 10,1844,35914,543
May 12,3033,48215,785 10,1034,25714,360




Wednesday Non- Corn- Non- Corn-
Nearest Membermembermercial Membermembermercial
End of BanksBanksBanks BanksBanksBanks
MOfltha (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
1932
June 12,126 3,364 15,490 9,864 4,167 14,031
July 11,856 3,248 15,104 9,899 4,080 13,979
Aug. 12,013 3,188 15,201 9,849 4,004 13,853
Sept. 12,130 3,140 15,270 9,805 3,941 13,746
Oct. 12,235 3,158 15,393 9,874 3,970 13,844
Nov. 12,551 3,162 15,713 9,778 3,978 13,756
Dec. 12,356 3,155 15,511 9,716 3,974 13,690
1933
Jan. 12,632 3,016 15,648 9,641 3,886 13,527














Mar. 13,8332,36616,199 8,661 2,83111,492
Apr. 13,9322,39316,325 8,8182,87311,691
May 14,017 2,415 16,432 8,893 2,908 11,801
June 14,043 2,442 16,485 9,061 2,944 12,005
July 14,411 2,520 16,931 9,093 2,934 12,027
Aug. 14,8992,60017,499 9,188 2,919 12,107




Wednesday Non- Corn- Non- Corn-
Nearest Membermembermercial Membermembermercial
End of BanksBanksBanks BanksBanksBanks










Apr. 16,752 3,126 19,878 9,730 3,061 12,791
May 16,924 3,134 20,058 9,696 3,112 12,808
June 17,364 3,127 20,491 9,688 3,162 12,850
July 17,584 3,163 20,747 9,702 3,163 12,865
Aug. 18,835 3,217 22,052 9,708 3,146 12,854
Sept. 18,288 3,288 21,576 9,846 3,125 12,971
Oct. 18,561 3,315 21,876 9,916 3,119 13,035
Nov. 18,965 3,427 22,392 9,9063,17713,083
Dec. 18,608 3,544 22,152 10,038 3,268 13,306
1936
Jan. 18,643 3,484 22,127 10,041 3,284 13,325















Wednesday Non- Corn- Non- Corn-
Nearest Membermembermercial Membermembermercial
End of BanksBanksBanks BanksBanksBanks




Mar. 21, 6213,97025,591 10,9183,46314,381
Apr. 21,4923,96425,456 10,9323,48214,414
May 21,149 3,951 25,100 11,061 3,502 14,563
June 21,124 3,951 25,075 11,082 3,526 14,608
July 20,987 3,985 24,972 11,183 3,560 14,743
Aug. 20,743 3,952 24,695 11,235 3,606 14,841
Sept. 20,672 3,873 24,545 11,325 3,643 14,968
Oct. 20,184 3,790 23,974 11,298 3,655 14,953





Mar. 20,484 3,659 24,143 11,279 3,620 14,899
Apr. 20,369 3,619 23,988 11,304 3,61214,916
May 20,022 3,584 23,606 11,270 3,611 14,881
June 20,190 3,555 23,745 11,315 3,612 14,927
July 20,429 3,597 24,026 11,234 3,604 14,838
Aug. 21,159 3,611 24,770 11,281 3,598 14,879
Sept. 21,417 3,622 25,039 11,228 3,588 14,816
Oct. 21,672 3,719 25,391 11,246 3,591 14,837
Nov. 22,171 3,789 25,960 11,182 3,587 14,769








Wednesday Non- Corn- Non- Corn-
Nearest Membermembermercial Membermembermercial
End of BanksBanksBanks BanksBanksBanks





June 22,788 3,853 26,641 11,473 3,622 15,095
July 23,545 3,930 27,475 11,505 3,614 15,119
Aug. 24,283 3,985 28,268 11,519 3,603 15,122
Sept. 24,905 4,043 28,948 11,499 3,592 15,091
Oct. 25,194 4,103 29,297 11,549 3,612 15,161
Nov. 26,044 4,148 30,192 11,507 3,617 15,124
Dec. 25,618 4,178 29,796 11,627 3,612 15,239
1940
Jan. 26,103 4,145 30,248 11,621 3,626 15,247
Feb. 26,5634,12630,689 11,7013,64215,343
Mar. 27,0514,09731,148 11,8233,65215,475
Apr. 26,826 4,125 30,9.51 11,751 3,671 15,422
May 27,510 4,155 31,665 11,805 3,686 15,491
June 27,988 4,165 32,153 11,862 3,703 15,565









Mar. 32,2864,46936,755 12,206 15,945
Apr. 32,2884,55336,841 12,2853,72916,014
May 32,9554,64437,599 12,2613,71015,971




Wednesday Non- Corn- Non- Corn-
Nearest Membermembermercial Membermembermercial
End of BanksBanksBanks BanksBanksBanks
MOfltha (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
1941
June 32,453 4,722 37,175 12,273 3,674 15,947
July 33,419 4,789 38,208 12,285 3,667 15,952






Jan. 34,506 5,114 39,620 12,083 3,609 15,692
Feb. 35,019 5,096 40,115 11,998 3,580 15,578
Mar. 35,4295,09740,526 11,8973,55115,448
Apr. 36,3925,10541,497 11,9483,54215,490
May 37,231 5,028 42,259 11,949 3,554 15,503
June 37,361 4,954 42,315 12,037 3,579 15,616
July 38,730 5,095 43,825 12,106 3,601 15,707
Aug. 39,435 5,336 44,771 12,247 3,618 15,865
Sept. 40,026 5,674 45,700 12,347 3,641 15,988
Oct. 41,409 5,972 47,381 12,468 3,667 16,135






Apr. 45,894 7,180 53,074 13,239 3,774 17,013
May 46,0607,32353,383 13,5063,81417,320
June 49,6187,31256,930 13,6543,88017,534
July 51,651 7,472 59,123 14,025 3,934 17,959
Aug. 54,699 7,680 62,379 14,369 3,979 18,348




Wednesday Non- Corn- Non- Corn-
Nearest Membermembermercial Membermembermercial
End of BanksBanksBanks BanksBanksBanks
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
1943
Sept. 47,127 7,615 54,742 14,311 3,997 18,308




Jan. 51,005 8,441 59,446 15,375 4,163 19,538






Aug. 55,733 9,210 64,943 17,535 4,64922,184
Sept. 56,5449,66466,208 17,9774,75222,729
Oct. 58,04910,20868,257 18,6614,84423,505
Nov. 59,70310,473 70,176 18,837 4,902 23,739
Dec. 57,08910,33867,427 19,250 4,96024,210
1945
Jan. 59,71010,35870,068 19,563 5,09124,654






Aug. 63,35211,158 74,510 22,767 5,85028,617
Sept. 64,11011,554 75,664 23,260 5,95729,217
Oct. 64,29912,013 76,312 23,694 6,045 29,739
Nov. 64,94512,149 77,094 23,821 6,07329,894
Dec. 63,97012,221 76,191 24,137 6,11030,247516 Derivation of Estimates
Notes to Table 36
aFriday nearest the end of month for cols. I and 4 before May 1921,
Wednesday in all other cases.
Source, by Column
1.Estimates were constructed for four separate subperiods.
a. June 1919—Mar. 1923:(i) An estimate of net demand deposits at
nonweekly reporting member banks was added to net demand de-
posits at weekly reporting member banks (from Banking and Monetary
pp. 132—136), to get totals for all member banks. The
estimate for nonweekly reporting member banks was computed from
the estimating equation
Y =25.0+ 0.673X,
where Y =netdemand deposits at weekly reporting member banks
outside New York City,
andX =netdemand deposits at nonweekly reporting member banks.
This equation was calculated by least squares (correlation coeffi-
cient, +0.836) from figures for Wednesday nearest end of month,
Apr. 1923—Dec. 1928. For this period, net demand deposits at non-
weekly reporting member banks was estimated by subtracting sea-
sonally adjusted weekly reporting member bank figures from season-
ally adjusted all member bank figures (Annual Report of the Federal
Reserve Board, 1927, p. 108; 1928, p. 116). Net demand deposits at
weekly reporting member banks outside New York City are from
Banking and Monetary Statistics, pp. 200—205.
(ii) Net demand deposits are larger than demand deposits adjusted.
The difference was estimated by interpolating by Method L between
call date differences, June 1919 to May 1920; thereafter, by Method
R2, using as the related series the difference between interbank
deposits and balances at domestic banks of weekly reporting member
banks. The value of b was 0.387. The difference estiniates were
subtracted from net demand deposits. -
b.Apr. 1923—Dec. 1935:(i) Net demand deposits of all member banks,
monthly (from Annual Report of the Federal Reserve Board, 1927,
p. 108; 1928, p. 116; 1933, p. 168; 1934, p. 154; 1935, p. 153), ad-
justed to represent the Wednesday closest to the end of the month,
and also to fill the gap in the data for all member banks •in Mar.
1933, by interpolation by Method R1, using as the related series
data for weekly reporting member banks adjusted as described in
text. The member bank net demand deposits series adjusted for
dating required seasonal correction.
(ii) The call date differences, for all member banks, between net
demand deposits and demand deposits adjusted (Banking and Mone-
tary Statistics, pp. 73—75), were seasonally adjusted. The differ-
ences were interpolated to end of month by Method R2, using as the
related series seasonally adjusted interbank balances minus bal-Deposits at Commercial Banks: Monthly 517
Notes to Table 36
ances with domestic banks of weekly reporting member banks, ibid.,
pp. 136—151. The value of b was 0.468. In 1927 there was a change
in the coverage of the related series. Through Jan. 1927 reports on
amounts due to banks and balances due from banks were received
from weekly reporting member banks only in the twelve Federal
Reserve Bank cities; thereafter from all weekly reporting member
banks. The differences between due to and due from banks shown
in the source at the Wednesday nearest the call date of Dec. 31,
1926, and the following call date of Mar. 23, 1927, are therefore not
comparable. The series limited to the twelve Reserve Bank cities
are, however, shown together with the new all-weekly reporting data
in the Federal Reserve Bulletin for some months after Jan. 1927.
We used the twelve-city figures through Mar. 23, 1927; the Wednes-
day figure closest to Mar. 23, 1927, was used on the revised basis
in the computation of the interpolator for the following period. In
Aug. 1935 the definition of net demand deposits was changed by
the Banking Act of 1935. Call date difference figures between net
demand deposits and demand deposits adjusted on June 29, 1935,
and Nov. 1, 1935, are therefore not comparable. We needed an esti-
mate of net demand deposits for Nov. 1, 1935, on the old basis, to
interpolate a value for July, and an estimate for June 29, 1935, on
the new basis, to interpolate values for end of Aug., Sept., and Oct.
For Nov. 1, 1935, we computed an estimate of net demand deposits
on the old basis by adding separate computations for net demand
deposits for each reserve class of member banks. Because the old
definition permitted offsetting of amounts due to banks only against
amounts due from banks (as well as cash items), and the reserve
classes differ in respect of the preponderance of amounts due to or
balances due from banks, the computation of net demand deposits,
when based on aggregate figures for member banks rather than indi-
vidual bank figures, should be limited to aggregates for banks in the
same reserve class. If computed for all member banks as a whole,
the total of net demand deposits is considerably smaller than the
sum of the results .for separate reserve classes. The latter in turn
is smaller than the sum of individual bank net demand deposits.
This is because the net due to banks that a particular bank counts
as part of its net demand deposits will be offset in an aggregate by
the balances due from banks of another bank for which there has nut
been a corresponding due to banks.See Banking and Monetary
Statistics, p. 66. For June 30, 1935, we used a published estimate
of net demand deposits on the new basis (Federal Reserve Bulletin,
Sept. 1936, p. 700).
C.Jan.1936—Apr. 1943:(i) A published monthly series of gros's de-
posits at all member banks in the form of monthly averages of daily
figures was adjusted to represent the Wednesday closest to the end
of the month by the same procedure as for Jan. 1929—Dec. 1935,
described above. Gross demand deposits at all member banks are518 Derivation of Estimates
Notes to Table 36 (continued)
from Banking and Monetary Statistics, p. 42 and Federal Reserve
Bulletin, monthly issues, 1942—43. Gross demand deposits at weekly
reporting member banks, the sum of individual, partnership, and
corporation demand deposits, certified and officers' checks, de-
posits of states, counties, and municipalities, due to banks, and
U.S. government demand deposits, are from Banking and Monetary
Statistics,pp.152—163, and Federal Reserve Bulletin, monthly
issues, 1942—43. The member bank gross demand deposits series,
adjusted for dating, required seasonal correction.
(ii) Gross demand deposits are larger than demand deposits ad-
justed. The difference between these two measures of deposits is
known for all member banks at call dates (Banking and Monetary
Statistics,p.75 and Member Bank Call Report, 1942—1943), and
for weekly reporting member banks (the sources listed in (i) above).
For nonweekly reporting member banks a call date series was ob-
tained by subtracting the weekly reporting member bank differences
series at Wednesday nearest call dates from the call date difference
seriesforall member banks, both seasonally adjusted. Monthly
estimates were obtained by interpolation of this call date residual
difference series by Method L to Wednesday nearest the end of the
month, added to the corresponding difference for weekly reporting
member banks, and the total subtracted from the monthly member
bank gross demand deposit series.
d. May 1943—Dec. 1945:Beginning May 1943 there is a published
monthly series of demand deposits adjusted at all member banks.
This series required adjustment only for dating and seasonal varia-
tion, not for conceptual discrepancies. The data come in the form
of monthly averages of daily figures through Mar. 1944, semimonthly
averages thereafter. The procedure in adjusting the dating is the
same as described for Jan. 1929—Dec. 1935, above. All data are
from monthly issues of the Federal Reserve Bulletin.
2. Estimates were constructed for four subperiods.
a. June 1919—June 1923:Interpolation by Method L to Wednesday
nearest end of month between call date figures, Table 33, Parts I,
col. 17.
b. June 1923—Dec. 1935. The call date figures, Table 33, Part I, col.
17, were interpolated to end of month by Method R2. The value of b
was 0.627. As the related series we used net demand deposits at
member banks in smaller places from the sources listed for this
series at all member banks, in col.1, above.These data were
adjusted:(1) For changes in the classification of cities by size of
population (see text, Chap. 14, footnote 13). (2) To shift the series
to Wednesday dates nearest end of month. This was done by inter-
polation by Method L. (3) To estimate a missing observation for Mar.
1933. This was done by interpolation by Method L between the Feb.
and Apr. adjusted estimates. (4) To allow for a change in the defi-
nition of net demand deposits in Aug. 1935. To do this we had toDeposits at Commercial Banks: Monthly 5.19
Notes to Table 36 (continued)
derive estimates of net demand deposits at member banks in smaller
places for June 29, 1935, on the new basis and for Nov. 1, 1935, on
the old basis. The published estimate for June 1935 on the new basis
for all member banks, mentioned in col. 1 above, was multiplied by
the average ratio of net demand deposits at member banks in smaller
places to net demand deposits atall member banks, Sept.—Dec.
1935, both on the new basis. The estimate for Nov. 1935 on the old
basis for all member banks, which we constructed and which is dis-
cussed in col.1 above, was multiplied by the ratio of net demand
deposits at member banks in smaller places to net demand deposits
at all member banks in June 1935, both on the old basis.(5) For
seasonal.
c. Jan. 1936—June 1943: The call date figures, Table 33, Part I, col.
17, were interpolated to end of month by Method R2. The value, of b
was 1.156. For the related series we used gross demand deposits
at smaller places, from the sources listed for this series at all
member banks, in col. 1, above. These data were adjusted:(1) For
changes in classification of cities by size of population.(2) To
shift the series to Wednesday dates nearest the end of the month.
This was done by interpolation by Method L between the monthly
figures closest to the desired Wednesday date.(3) To derive an
estimate for the call date, Dec. 31, 1935. Since gross demand de-
posits at member banks in smaller places were not published for
dates before Jan. 1936, the figure was derived by multiplying gross
demand deposits at all member banks on that date (see the Member
Bank Call Report) by the ratio in Jan. 1936 of gross demand de-
posits at member banks in smaller places to gross demand deposits
atall member banks.(4) To estimate figures for gross demand
deposits at member banks in smaller places after mid-Apr. 1943,
when this series was discontinued. The successor series is country
bank gross demand depo.sits excluding interbank deposits at member
banks in smaller places. T-he interpolator used for the balance of
the period through 1945 (demand deposits adjusted at country mem-
ber banks) first became available in July 1943. Gross demand de-
posits at member banks in smaller places was therefore estimated
for end of Apr., May, and June by adding estimates of interbarik
deposits to the figures for country member banks in smaller places.
Theinterbank deposits estimates were derivedby multiplying
monthly figures for interbank deposits at country member banks by
the ratio of interbank deposits at member banks in smaller centers
during the last half of Apr. 1943 (from Federal Reserve Bulletin,
1943, p.636) to interbank balances at country member banks in
May 1943.(5) For seasonal.
d. July 194.3—Dec. 19.45: The call date figures, Table 33, Part I, col.
17, were interpolated to end of month by Method R2, using as the
related series demand deposits adjusted at country member banks
(from the Federal Reserve Bulletin, published as monthly averages520 Derivation of Estimates
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of daily figures through Mar. 1944, semimonthly averages thereafter),
and interpolated by Method L to Wednesday dates nearest the end
of the month. This series did not require seasonal correction. The
valueof b was 1.1252.
3.Col. 1plus col.•2.
4.Estimates were constructed for four subperiods.
a. June 1919—Mar. 1923:(i) An estimate of net time deposits at non-
weekly reporting member banks was added to net time deposits at
weekly reporting member banks (from Banking and Monetary Sta-
tistics, pp. 132—136), to get totals for all member banks. The esti-
mate for nonweekly reporting member banks was computed from the
estimating equation
Y =÷1219.0+ O.777X,
whereYnet time deposits at weekly reporting member banks,
andX =nettime deposits at nonweekly reporting member banks.
This equation was calculated by least squares from figures for net
time deposits at nonweekly reporting member banks; computed by
subtracting weekly reporting member bank figures from all member
bank figures (Annual Report of the Federal Reserve Board, 1927,
p.108; 1928, p. 116). Figures for net time deposits at weekly re-
porting member banks are from Banking and Monetary Statistics,
pp. 136—140, at Wednesday nearest call dates and end of month,
Apr.192.3—Dec. 1928.The correlation coefficient was +0.99.
(ii) Net time deposits includes Postal Savings System deposits
at member banks. Monthly estimates of these deposits were deducted
from net time deposits to get time deposits adjusted. Monthly esti-
mates of postal savings at member banks were derived by. Method L
to end of month between call date figures (from ibid. p. 73). Before
June 1921 the call date figures represent postal savings at national
banks only; such deposits at state member banks on that date
amounted to approximately $13 million, according to this source.
b. Apr. l923—Aug. 1928:(1) A published monthly series of net time
deposits at all member banks, dated as of a particular day of the
month, was adjusted to represent the Wednesday closest to the end
of the month. See the detail for col. 1, above. No seasonal variation
was observed.
(ii) Monthly estimates of postal savings at member banks were
deducted as described above for June 1919—Mar. 1923.
c.Sept. 1928—Sept. 1934:(i) Same as for 1923—28 above, except that
published figures are monthly averages of daily figures.
(ii)Monthly estimates of postal savings, as above, and of inter-
bank time deposits (now also included in net time deposits), were
derived by interpolation by Method L to end of month between dali
date figures (from ibid., p. 78). The estimates were deducted from
net deposits.
d. Oct. 1934—Dec. 1945:(i) Same as for 1923—28, except that pub-
lished figures are monthly averages of daily figures through Mar.
1944, thereafter semimonthly averages.Deposits at Commercial Banks: Monthly 521
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(ii) Monthly estimates of (a) postal savings redeposited in member
banks (beginning Feb. 1939, inclusive of U.S. government time de-
posits) and (b) interbank time deposits, were deducted from net time
deposits to get time deposits adjusted.(1) For Oct. 1934—Feb. 1938
all member bank postal savings' figures at end of month were derived
by 'interpolation by Method L between call date figures '(from ibid.,
p.75). For Mar. 1938—Dec. 1945 all member bank postal savings
figures at end of month are the sum of known weekly an'd estimated
nonweekly reporting member bank figures. From the first Wednesday
in Jan. 1938 on, postal savings at Weekly reporting member banks
were reported (ibid., pp. 157—163, and Federal Reserve Bulletin,
monthly issues, 1942—46). The first call date for which there was a
Wednesday figure no more than three days distant came on Mar. 7,
1938. Hence starting that month the weekly reporting member bank
figures were used.These figures include U.S. government time
deposits beginning' Feb. 1939. To get nonweekly reporting member
bank figures, we subtracted the foregoing data at Wednesday nearest
call dates from all member bank call' date figures (from Banking and
Monetary Statistics, p. 75, and Member Bank Call Report, 1942—45),
and interpolated the residuals by Method L to end of month.(2) All
member bank interbank time deposits at end of month are the sum of
known weekly and estimated nonweekly reporting member bank
figures. From the first Wednesday 'in Sept. 1934 through 1941 inter-
bank time deposits at weekly reporting member banks included de-
posits of domestic and foreign banks (Banking and Monetary Sta-
tistics, pp. 149—163); and thereafter of domestic banks only (Federal
Reserve Bulletin, monthly issues, 1942—46). In the latter source
intérbank deposits of foreign banks at weekly member banks are not
broken down into demand and time categories, and we made no
estimate of this breakdown. The first call date for which there was a
Wednesday figure no more than three days distant was Oct. 17, 1934.
Hence we used the weekly reporting member' bank figures starting'
that month. These banks hold 85 per cent of interbank time deposits
at all member banks. We subtracted the seasonally adjusted weekly
reporting member bank figuresat Wednesday nearest call dates
from all member bank figures: through 1941 these included deposits
of domestic and foreign banks (Banking and Monetary Statistics,
p.78);thereafter the member bank figures included deposits of
domestic banks only (Member Bank Call Report, 1942—45). We then
interpolated the residual series by Method L to end of month. The
amount of 'interbank time deposits of foreign banks at all member
banks not deducted from net time deposits, 1942—45, is about $12
million, at the highest.
5.Estimates were constructed for two subperiods.
a. June 1919—June 1923:Interpolation by Method L to Wednesday
nearest end of month between call date figures, Table 33, Part II,
col. 11.522 Derivation of Estimates
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b. July, 19.23—Dec. 1945:The call date figures (Table 33, Part H,
col.11 through Apr. 4, 1942; thereafter col.17) were interpolated
by Method R2, using as the related series net time deposits at
member banks in smaller places —beginningApr. 1943, including
only country member banks in smaller places —(fromFederal Re-
serve Board, Annual Report, 1927, p. 108; 1928, P. 116; 1933, p. 168;
1934, p. 154; 1935, p. 153; Banking and Monetary Statistics, p. 42;
Federal Reserve Bulletin, monthly issues, 1942—46). These data
further described in col. 2, above, were adjusted as follows: (1) For
changes in Census designations of smaller places; (2) To shift the
figures to Wednesday dates nearest the end of month by interpola-
tion by Method L between the monthly figures closest to the desired
Wednesday date; and (3) To supply a figure for Mar. 1933, by inter-
polation by Method L between the reported figures for Feb. and
Apr.No seasonal movement was observed in the final series. The
value of b was 1.05 1.
6.Col. 4 plus col. 5.
After adjustment for Census changes, the monthly data were shifted
to Wednesday dates nearest the end of the month by interpolation by
Method L between the monthly figures closest to the desired Wednesday
date. In this way also monthly figures for March 1933 were interpolated
between the February and April reported figures that had been corrected
for Census changes. Net demand deposits, 1923—35, and gross demand
deposits, January 1 936—March 1943, required seasonal corrections; time
deposits, 1923—43, did not.
Beginning May 1943, the Federal Reserve breakdown of deposits at
all member banks into banks in larger and smaller centers was discon-
tinued. New series were introduced: gross demand deposits excluding
interbank deposits and also time deposits at country member banks in
smaller places; time deposits at all country member banks. Beginning
July 1943, figures for demand deposits adjusted at all country member
the measure of accumulated change in the distribution of deposits by cities over a period
starting from the midpoint of the Census year preceding and reaching its peak at the
midpoint of the new Census year. Because an assistant misunderstood our instructions,
the adjustment actually made was limited to the terminal five years of each decade. At
the much later time when the error was discovered, we decided it was not worthwhile to
recompute the adjustment from the midpoint of the prior Census year to the midpoint
of the new Census year. Accordingly, the adjustment for changes in the classification of
cities was as follows: The difference between the annual average ratios for the year
based on the new Census and on the preceding Census was decumulated backward in
equal monthly amounts until the zero point at the month that was the midpoint of the
decade, 1921—3 1, and 1930—40; these ratio differences were then subtracted from the
monthly ratios of deposits at banks in smaller centers to deposits at all member banks
for corresponding months; multiplying all member bank deposit figures by these adjusted
ratios yielded figures of deposits in smaller centers corrected for Census changes.Deposits at Commercial Banks: Monthly 523
banks were shown. By interpolation by Method L of these data, pub-
lished as monthly averages of daily figures, we derived series at Wednes-
day dates nearest the end of the month.
In order to test and use these monthly series as interpolators of our
call date nonmember bank figures, we also adjusted their original dating
to call dates and seasonally corrected these call date figures when neces-
sary. We then computed values of u and v from the middle call dates
of successive overlapping triplets of call dates for relevant periods. The
results of these test correlations for the series we finally used and the
values of b obtained are tabulated, below.
Demand Deposits Adjusted at Nonmember Banks and: r b
Net demand deposits, member banks in small places,
June 1923—December 1935 +.455 .627
Gross demand deposits, member banks in smaller places,
•December 1935—December 1942 +.5951.156
Demand deposits adjusted, all country member banks,
December 1942—June 1946 +.7711.125
Time Deposits at Nonm ember Banks and:
Time deposits, member banks in smaller places,
June 1923—December 1942; and country member
banks in smaller places, June 1943—June 1946 +.7271.051
We did not recognize any discontinuity in the time deposit series used
as interpolator by reason of the change in its designation in April 1943.
Before that date, the series covered all member banks in smaller places,
after that date, only country member banks in smaller places.
The final monthly nonmember bank estimates for demand and time
deposits adjusted, respectively, derived by using the above interpolators,
are shown in Table 36, columns 2 and 5. Summations of member and
tionmember bank estimates are shown in columns 3 and 6.
4. Federal Reserve Monthly Data, 1946 to Date
For the period since 1945 we made no estimates of our own but used
those of the Federal Reserve. For end-of-month dates beginning De-
cember 1942 there are published Federal Reserve figures of demand










Two Estimates of Commercial Bank Demand
and Time Deposits,1943—45
F. R. unadjusted data
NBER adjusted data
SOURCE: Federal Reserve Bulletin, monthly issues beginning Feb. 1944 and Table 36,
cols. 3 and 6.
series, January1942—December1945, for adjusted demand and ad-
justed time deposits, seasonally adjusted, and the Federal Reserve series,
December 1942—December 1945,
time deposits, seasonally unadjusted. The
for adjusted demand and adjusted
time deposit series are vir-
tually indistinguishable on the same chart. The separate demand de-
Billion dollars
90
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positsseries are more easily discernible. Our demand deposits series is
apparently a fairly good correction of the Federal Reserve series during
the period in which they overlap. The August 1943 peak in our series
is higher than in the Federal Reserve series, but this may not be an
overcorrection, since during this period August is not seasonally low.
Accordingly, the peak movement was not smoothed,.
Seasonally adjusted figures of end-of-month demand deposits ad-
justed were published by the Federal Reserve for monthly dates begin-
ning January 1946.14 We use these figures to continue our series in
1946. Since the Federal Reserve did not seasonally adjust the end-of-
month adjusted time 4eposit series, we made the adjustment ourselves
for the four years that the estimates so dated were reported.15 We use
the seasonally adjusted figures in 1946 to continue our adjusted time
deposit estimates.
For the period since 1947 we use Federal Reserve seasonally adjusted
monthly averages of daily figures of adjusted demand and, adjusted time
deposits in the latest revision
a ofour member-nonmember bank estimates, we computed, for
the national-nonnational breakdown, monthly estimates, 19 19—22, of
demand and time deposits adjusted that are similar to the estimates for
the years before 1919. We compared these estimates with those con-
structed for the member-nonmember bank breakdown (see Chart 8).
Differences in the levels of the alternative estimates are more striking
than the differences in month-to-month variation. Estimates of time de-
posits at all commercial banks are higher when they are a summation
of member and nonmember bank estimates than when they are a sum-
mation of national and nonnational bank estimates. The member-non-
member totals of demand deposits adjusted tend to be lower than the
national-nonnational totals. As Table 35, Part III, shows, in order to
construct demand deposits adjusted for the national-nonnational break-
14FederalReserve Bulletin, Feb.1960, p.135.
isIbid.,monthly issues beginning Feb. 1944 and continuing through Feb. 1947. See
Chapter 8, section 4, for a review of the changes in dating of the Federal Reserve
monthly estimates since 1947.
10Ibid.,Oct. 1969, pp. 790—793.526 Derivationof Estimates
CHART 8
Two Estimates of Commercial Bank Demand
and Time Deposits, 1919—23
Notionalplus nonnational banks
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SOURCE:Unpublished estimates extending Table 35, Part III, cols.5 and9, and
Table 36, cols. 3 and 6.
down beginning June 1917, it was necessary to deduct an estimate of
government deposits from estimates of demand deposits less duplica-
tions. For the member-nonmember bank breakdown this procedure was
not required. Particularly during the latter half of 1919 and 1920 there
are marked discrepancies between the national-nonnational and member-
nonmember bank estimates of demand deposits adjusted.
We accepted the member-nonmember summations in preference to
the national-nonnational summations, 1919—23, because a much larger
proportion of the former total was based on directly reported rather
than interpolated data. In general, this distinction holds for the two
periods 1907—19 and 1919—45 for which we present estimates. It re-
flects the fact that for member banks we had at the outset a basic monthly
series, although it was not constituted precisely as we wished and there-Deposits at Commercial Banks: Monthly 527
forerequired some adjustment; for nonmember and national and non-
national banks we had only call date figures and such monthly inter-
polators as were available. The percentage of directly reported monthly
data for national and nonnational banks separately is therefore negli-
gible. Such data are directly reported only when a call date coincides
with the end-of-month date (see Table 37). For banks in New York,
the nine urbanized states, and the District of Columbia, the related series
we used for interpolation impress us favorably. Although our monthly
figures for all banks in the thirty-eight rural states were obtained by
interpolation by Method L, the reader should bear in mind that for
national banks the data are known for five or six call dates annually
during the period covered. On the average then, only every other
monthly figure for the national bank component had to be estimated.
Deposits at national banks in the thirty-eight rural states, 1907—14,
were approximately 45percent of deposits in all banks in those states;
demand deposits, 1914—23, about the same percentage; and time de-
posits, 1914—23, about a third of the corresponding figures for all banks
in the thirty-eight rural states. For nonnational banks in the rural group,
however, we know little more than the June bench-mark data, between
which we interpolated monthly estimates by Method L.
In brief, the national-nonnational bank deposit totals seem to us a
good approximation, the member-nonmember bank totals, a better ap-































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0530 Derivation of Estimates
Notes to Table 37
aU.S.governmentdemand deposits are 0.07 per cent of demand
deposits less duplications, 19 17—19.
bRepresents correction of net demand deposits to obtain demand
deposits adjusted; for June 1919—Apr. 1920, the correction was made
by Method L.
CRepresents estimate of net demand deposits at nonweekly reporting
member banks.
dRepresentscorrectionofcalldate differences between gross
demand and demand deposits adjusted at nonweekly reporting member
banks.
eFrom June to Dec. 1914, by interpolation using Method L.
June to Dec. 1914, by interpolation using Method L; from
Jan. 1915 to Dec. 1917, a residual derived from two sets of estimates.
correction of net time deposits to obtain time deposits
adjusted.
hRepresentsestimate of net time deposits at nonweekly reporting
member banks.